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Social Security: What's Next?
November 8, 2004

The job market, the rising costs of health care and the uncertain state of
retirement weigh heavily on the minds of many Americans. As a nation, can
we balance all of these priorities -- and if so, what's the best way to do it?

To sort out these issues, we
recruited two prolific Web
loggers, or bloggers, to debate
the best course for the nation's
policy makers. In this feature,
which will run every day this
week, our two economists --
Tyler Cowen, on the
conservative side, and John
Irons, from the liberal end --
will consider challenges facing
the U.S. at the start of the new
century.

First up: Social Security. Should the government patch a system that is
expected to become a widening drain on finances as the baby-boom
generation ages, or create a new system with private accounts for younger
workers? (You can add your own thoughts on these questions to our
discussion board.)

* * *

Tyler writes: George Bush already has pledged that Social
Security reform will be a priority of his new administration. But I
fear that his (mislabeled) privatization plan will in fact dig a
deeper fiscal hole for our government.

Social Security has two parts conceptually: a welfare system for old people,
plus a regime of forced savings for the young. I would prefer that Social
Security evolve into a system of welfare for the elderly, thereby allowing us
to junk the forced savings aspect.

Privatization plans typically keep the idea of forced savings. I wish to
privatize many things, but forced savings is not one of them. The so-called
privatized accounts would be regulated rather than truly private in the
libertarian sense. They will channel benefits to government-approved
providers, thus leading to bureaucracy, regulation, and costly commissions.
We could even imagine a government trying to direct those investment funds
to particular sectors. And if anyone's account goes bust, a secondary safety net
would likely bail them out. What if the whole market went bust for about 10
years' time, as it did in the 1970s? Imagine a replay of the S&L crisis but on a
larger scale.
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PARTICIPANTS
Tyler Cowen  is the Holbert C. Harris
Professor of Economics at George
Mason University. He writes daily for
his blog, Marginal Revolution, where a
list of his books and a link to his home
page can be found, as well.  He is
director of the Mercatus Center and
the James Buchanan Center, both at
George Mason University. His most
recent book is Creative Destruction:
How Globalization is Changing the
World's Cultures,  published by
Princeton University Press; see also
his In Praise of Commercial Culture,
published by Harvard University Press.
Cowen received his doctorate in
economics from Harvard University in
1987
 

* * *
 
John S. Irons is associate director for
tax and budget policy at the Center for
American Progress, where he
specializes in federal tax policy and
budget issues, as well as broader
macroeconomic policy. He previously
worked at OMB Watch, a nonprofit
organization dedicated to promoting
government accountability and citizen
participation, and Amherst College. He
blogs regularly at
www.argmax.com/mt_blog/, which was
listed No. 2 Economy Blog by
Forbes.com in 2003. Irons holds a
B.A. with High Honors in economics
from Swarthmore College and a
doctorate in economics from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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YOUR TWO CENTS
I  am 83 years young. My first job (not paper
delivery) paid $0.85 per hour. Everyone uses
"saving" as the panacea for all  problems. So,
of what use would "savings" from those early
working days be to me today -- 63 years later
-- when the same job is earning
approximately $30 per hour? 
-- Dewey Munson

Transition cost is inescapable (unless
government decides to renege on its current
promises). The real problem is transition
when -- now or later. 
-- Al Abbott

Have your own ideas about Social Security?
Take part in a discussion about the thoughts
presented here.
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I also worry about the fiscal
implications of Social
Security privatization. The
proposed reforms limit the
collection of "pay as you go"
contributions and move
people toward private
accounts. But during the
transition an influx of
trillions, either from taxes or
borrowing, would be needed
to pay off the current elderly.
In theory this is a revenue-
neutral debt swap (we
already have the implicit
liability toward future
retirees), but more likely the

higher taxes or borrowing would stick with us over time.

A better fiscal idea is to raise the retirement age, thereby keeping the system
solvent. One of the original virtues of Social Security was its minimum
administrative costs and its relatively "clean" fiscal nature. Let's not lose these
properties of the system simply to adopt a flawed version of the privatization
vision.

Social Security should slowly but surely shrink and evolve to a welfare
system for the needy elderly. Patch or privatize? Given our fiscal constraints,
the latter alternative does not stand before us. I vote to patch, while shrinking
the system in the process.

* * *

John writes: I, too, vote to patch Social Security -- it's nice to
hear that people on the conservative right think it's a bad idea as
well! You are right to point out the importance of the transition
costs which, given the current climate of fiscal deficits, are a

virtually insurmountable barrier to some privatization schemes. I hope all of
our discussions can be so agreeable.

Let me, however, differ with your view of the Social Security system and
your proposed solution.

Social Security is more than just "welfare for the old," as you put it. It is a public pension system that guarantees at
least some income for all retirees. It is a way to protect the lifestyle and well being of everyone during old age. It is a
way to reduce the burden on kids and grandkids of supporting their retired parents and grandparents. It serves many
purposes and should not be seen as simply welfare.

You also refer to the system as forced savings. I would think of it more along the lines of paying an insurance
premium -- we are together financing a system that pays for a modest retirement income for everyone and that
insures all of us against deep poverty in our old age. The right way to think about the system is not "what do I get out
of it," but rather, "how do we as a society wish to treat our elderly?"

And, while I agree that privatization will likely "dig a deeper fiscal hole" for our government, I think we need to
mention the size of the hole and where it came from. We have gone from record surpluses to massive deficits with
nothing to show for it. The size of the revenue reductions from the past four years of tax changes would have been
well more than enough to fully fund Social Security for the next 75 years. And beyond transition costs, privatization
has a number of other fundamental flaws.
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The goal should not be to "shrink the system" but rather to patch it, live up to our commitments, and to ensure the
long-term viability of the system that has benefited so many Americans.

* * *

Tyler writes: Our Social Security system costs a great deal. The current unfunded obligation is
estimated at $10.4 trillion. And these estimates do not include the possibility of major terrorist attacks or
financial crises. It is fiscally imperative that we make the system smaller. The alternative is that we move
to Western European levels of taxation, which would stifle American entrepreneurial energies.

The fiscal problem is more than just making up for the revenue from the Bush tax cuts ("tax shifts," I call them, since
government spending went up). Rather, Social Security costs an enormous amount in absolute terms. The payroll tax
is already over 12%. Many commentators believe that Medicare is the more important problem fiscally, but the
combined size of the two programs is what we must pay for; Arnold Kling has a good discussion here.

Nor is Social Security well-designed as an insurance program. The payroll tax is regressive for many individuals.
And the wealthy, who live longest, have the greatest chance to collect the most in benefits. Turning Social Security
into a welfare program, in contrast, would come closer to this insurance ideal, while relieving our fiscal burden.

America is a wealthier country than ever before. Most individuals can save considerable amounts, if they so choose,
through financial assets and pension plans. Why is forced Social Security a good deal for these individuals?

* * *

John writes: Yes, Social Security is costly but it also has enormous benefits. Poverty among the elderly
is significantly lower than it would be otherwise. According to the National Academy of Social Insurance
and the Social Security Administration, "the poverty rate for persons over 65 was 8.5% in the year 2000.
Without Social Security the poverty rate would have been 48.1%." Even for those in the middle class, it

provides a needed supplement to many who would find it extremely difficult to get along without any public support.
It also insures the elderly from running out of their own personal savings.

I agree with your criticism of the funding mechanism for Social Security -- the payroll tax is regressive, and we
should consider shifting the tax system away from the payroll tax and onto other, more progressive sources.

Again, we need to think about the system as how we, as a civil society, want to treat our elderly -- ensuring (and
insuring) a modest income during retirement is the right thing to do. It is a "good deal" because we get a lot out of the
system. People can still save extra if they wish -- and most people should and do save extra -- so even if one looks at
it as "forced savings" as you put it, that constraint will not be binding. But again, looking at the Social Security
system that way is a too narrow way to approach the problem.

You are also right to point out the looming problem with Medicare. The issue there is the rising costs of the health
care system, which is a much more general problem than just a budgetary issue. We will be spending more on health
care -- either through out-of-pocket expenses, higher insurance premiums, or through government expenditures.

We should be fixing the health system to control costs, and provide greater and better care. We need to fix the
system for the benefit of government finances as well as for the benefit of the economy, since health care costs are
such a large expense for companies. But that, I suppose is a topic for another day.

* * *

So, what do you think? Are they right in arguing to rescue Social Security in its current form? Or are private
accounts going to be the better solution in the long run? Is Tyler right, is the system too far reaching and would it
be better to limit membership? Join in a discussion.

And don't forget to check back tomorrow, when our panelists will be discussing outsourcing and its effect on global
trade.
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